
 
 

2022 Fall Seminar for Insurance Claims Representatives & Defense Counsel 

Friday, September 30, 2022 • Benton Convention Center, Winston-Salem 

Seminar Agenda 

 
7 a.m. Registration & Continental Breakfast 

 
8:15 – 8:30 a.m. Welcome & Announcements 

 
8:30 – 9:30 a.m. 
(60 min general) 

Recent Decisions of Relevance 
This session will provide an overview and brief analysis of important decisions since June 2022 presentation. 
Dixie Wells, Ellis & Winters, LLP 
 

 
9:30 – 10:30 a.m. 
(60 min 
Technology) 

The Use of Technology in Investigations 
This presentation is intended to highlight technological tools and techniques available for investigations for 
attorneys defending a variety of litigation matters. This presentation is not all-inclusive, but given that 
technology is commonplace in every aspect of our lives, understanding the role technology plays in 
investigations is vital to every attorney. Technology can assist with investigations including fire, explosions, 
insurance fraud, surveillance, traffic accidents, cyber-related forensics. Retrieving data from cell phones, 
computers, appliances, and commercial security & fire protection systems is vital. Utilizing experts who have 
the knowledge and the latest technological tools can help attorneys obtain the facts that drive results. 
George Holcomb, CFEI, MALS; Brandon Shaw, CFI; & Drew Bazemore 
YOUNG & Associates 
 

10:30 - 10:50 a.m. Morning Networking Break & Visit Exhibitors 
 
10:55 – 11:40 a.m. 
(45 min general) 

 
Breakout Sessions Block 1 

 
Construction 

 
Mediation: Insights and Advice from a Neutral 
Mediation is a powerful tool to resolve cases. Like any tool, however, it takes training and experience to use it 
to its fullest potential. In this session, we will discuss common dynamics between parties at mediation, 
strategies for opening sessions, and pitfalls to avoid that can derail mediations. This will be a spirited 
discussion that will benefit attorneys and claims professionals alike as they navigate mediation in NC.  
David W. Hood, Patrick Harper & Dixon; Robin Seelbach, McAngus Goudelock & Courie 

 
General Liability 

 
Visualizing Accident Reconstruction Analyses 
This session provides a behind-the-scenes look at the development of accident reconstruction simulations and 
accompanying forensic visuals.  Accident reconstruction analyses can be developed into realistic visuals for the 
courtroom by leveraging technology.  We will walk through a workflow of LiDAR rapid scanning, in cab data 
retrieval, simulation analysis, at scene videography, camera calibration and distortion removal, camera motion 
tracking, and video compositing.  We will also review selected case studies to highlight these techniques. 
Aaron J. Kiefer MSME, PE, Accident Research Specialists, PLLC; Matt Keifer, Focal Point Visuals 

 
Government 

 
Interpreting the Statutes on the Privacy of Employee Personnel Records 
Join this roundtable session as panelists discuss the legal interpretation and application of N.C. Gen. Stat. 
§153A-98 (for county employees) and §160A-168 (city employees) regarding Privacy of Employee Personnel 
Records, specifically, section (c1)(4). Can this or should this section be revised to address concerns for of 
government employees when providing information or written statements that are part of a disciplinary file? 
Panelists:  Monica Jackson, NC League of Municipalities; Hunt Choi, Deputy City Attorney, City of Raleigh; 
Moderator: Natalia Isenberg, Teague Campbell Dennis & Gorham. 

  



 
Medical 

Malpractice 
(90 Min Session) 

 
Hot Topics in Medical Malpractice Defense Litigation  
Join this roundtable discussion of hot topics for Medical Malpractice defense lawyers, including the NC 
Supreme Court’s recent Connette v. The Charlotte-Mecklenburg Hospital Authority decision, civil litigation 
implications of the criminal prosecutions of nurses, and how designating a presiding judge in each Medical 
Malpractice case is impacting counsel and the courts. Sara R. Lincoln, Lincoln Derr; Matthew W. Sawchak, 
Robinson Bradshaw & Hinson PA; Erin Young, formerly with Hall Booth Smith, PA; Moderator:  Lisa Garrison, 
Garrison Law Group 

 
11:45 – 12:30 p.m. 
(45 min general) 

 
Breakout Sessions Block 2 

 
Medical 

Malpractice 

 
Hot Topics in Medical Malpractice Defense Litigation – Session Continues 
 

 
Product Liability 

 
Future Motion: Capturing Human Performance for Litigation 
Participants will learn about the concepts of current motion capture (MOCAP) technology, techniques to 
locate essential data from a variety of sources, and how bringing the technology and data together lays a solid 
foundation for the use of animated character motion in an engineering visualization. While 3D animation tools 
have provided a data convergence platform that, when used properly, created a foundation for animated 
visual depictions, this course will explore how to leverage both static and dynamic data elements to factually 
recreate an event. The real-world case study visualizations highlight the importance of understanding the 
geometry of spaces to determine how humans interact, or could not have interacted, in space. At the 
conclusion, participants will better understand the importance of how the latest MOCAP technology and 
associated data can come together in an engineering visualization to support a theory about an event in 
litigation.   
Charles A. Fox, Ph.D., Director, Technical Services, ESi 

 
12:30 – 1:30 p.m. 

 
Networking Lunch 

 
1:30 – 2:15 p.m. 
(45 min general) 

 
Conditional Payments Resolution in Liability Claims 
This session will explore the conditional payment resolution process for defendants in personal injury, auto 
accidents, medical malpractice and product liability claims where no ORM accepted; Assess the major 
differences within processes between the roles of the plaintiff and defense lawyer specific to reporting TPOC 
and ICD-10s; Utilize industry best practices, including obtaining updates on conditional payments due 
throughout the life of the claim; Obtain copy of final demand and reimbursement check to Medicare as part of 
settlement of the claim. 
Shannon P. Metcalf, Hedrick Gardner Kincheloe & Garofalo, LLP 

 
2:15 – 2:30 p.m. 

 
Networking Break & Visit w/Exhibitors 

 
2:30 – 3:15 p.m. 
(45 min general) 

 
Keith v Health-Pro: Victory Cloaked in the Guise of Defeat  
This session will provide a breakdown of an important, if painful, re-affirmation of North Carolina tort doctrine 
with an overview of the Keith v Health-Pro case regarding the employer’s liability in a negligent hiring and 
retention in the case of deliberate criminal actions of a former employee. A discussion of the use of generic 
common law negligence jury instruction did not apply to the case, and the NC Supreme Court’s ruling on the 
case.  The panel will also discuss the potential impact on North Carolina employers and defense strategies. 
Jonathan Hall, Parker Poe Adams & Bernstein; Michael Rothrock, Hedrick Gardner Kincheloe & Garofalo;  
F. Lach Zemp, Jr., Risk Management Officer, Outward Bound USA 

 
3:15 – 4:15 p.m. 
(60 min ethics) 

 
Keep the Faith! 
A look at recent trends in “bad faith” litigation, and how to protect your clients and you. 
This panel will discuss various developments in recent cases, what constitutes a bad faith claim, and what are 
the remedies available.  Hear from insurance in-house counsel, defense counsel, and claims counsel about 
what they are seeing and protecting yourself and your client against a bad faith claim. 
Panelists:  John Barringer, McAngus Goudelock & Courie; David Brown, Goldberg Segalla; Warren Savage, 
Lawyers Mutual; Jessica Tyndall, Nationwide Insurance.  Moderator: Austin Walsh, Hedrick Gardner Kincheloe 
& Garofalo 

  
CE Hours:  6 total CLE hours including 1 hour ethics & 1 hour technology credit (pending approval) 

6 total ICEC hours including 1 hour ethics 



 


